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Making a joyful noise to the Lord
We make your gifts and awards here in an old restored Mill in the heart of Virginia's Shenandoah Valley. We fire kilns, sandblast glass, and run laser engravers. We live and work in a place of beauty, and we try to create that same beauty in everything that we do for you!

Latte Mug
Our very generous 24 oz. latte mug makes a great gift for volunteers or special friends. The Doing the Most Good quote on one side, the shield on the other and a fancy bit of scrolling at the top.
SA17181 $10.75

“Memory Maker” Wood Block
Often placed over doorways, our 3/4” thick wood block is laser-cut; it is also great for desks and kitchens, adding a pleasant hint of decoration. It features our lovely Joyful Noise musicians. The block is 4.5” wide and 5” high.
SA17103 $12.00
Christmas 2017

Christmas Mug
You'll find that our 12oz. mug with our festive musicians is a great gift for volunteers.
SA17104 $9.95

Making a Joyful Noise to the Lord
From the late 1800's when Captain Joseph McFee collected coins in a pot for destitute families in San Francisco, Christmas shoppers and community members have been called to the kettle by the music of a brass band and, more recently, by the sound of a bell. They know their contributions will help those in need. We love to hear the bells each year, but I believe we can all agree that the most Joyful Noise is when human needs are met in Jesus’ name.

7.5” Collector Plate
This lovely plate has rim accents of malachite and 22-karat gold, and our Joyful Noise art features in the center. Elegant gift box included. Handwash only. Not microwaveable.
SA17102 $35.00

Serving Tray
Our stunning serving tray should be reserved for the most special ones on your gift list.
Medium stain. Clear gift box.
13.5” x 7”
SA17107 $35.00

MORE AVAILABLE ONLINE
www.SalvationArmyGifts.com
**Table Favors**

**Cylinder Favor Boxes**
Our clear acrylic cylinder boxes are great for favors. At 2 1/2” diameter and 2 1/2” tall they are small, yet large enough to make a statement. A printed paper insert carries one of 5 images available. A gentle twist of the lid opens the box. Each box holds 21 Hershey’s Kisses. Made in USA!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>qty 200# ($1 ea)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA13206</td>
<td>Kettle</td>
<td>SA13206Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA15206</td>
<td>Volunteer</td>
<td>SA13206Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA15300</td>
<td>Night Sky</td>
<td>SA15300Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA17303</td>
<td>DTMG</td>
<td>SA17303Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA16142</td>
<td>Chevron/Shield</td>
<td>SA16142Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mini Milk Bottles**

Real glass mini milk bottles with a cork top make great table favors!

Four motifs:
1) Doing The Most Good
2) Spiral “doing the most good” quote
3) Shield on chevron field
4) Shield & “I thank my God” quote
3.75” high, 3.5 fl oz, Set of 4, pvc box

SA17108 $12.75

**Tiny Penny Jars**
Glass jar with Salvation Army Shield lid. Perfect for candy. Makes a great favor for Volunteer appreciation. Each jar is 2” high.

SA17210 $2.50 EACH

candy not included

**Cylinder Favor Boxes**

**Angel Cookie Cutter**

Packed in a clear, cello bag with a “You’re an Angel! Thank you for all you do!” tag. Makes a great table favor!

2 1/4” x 2 3/4” x 1”

SA15408 $1.50

**Donut Cutter makes a practical gift!**

What a great story in Salvation Army history this is... the Lassies making and serving donuts to soldiers during WWI! We have an important calling to be of service to all our brothers and sisters!

Each donut cutter and card is packed in a clear cello bag.

SA10822 $3.95
English Brekkie

The English Brekkie
Those Brits love their breakfast, too!
The kit includes...
- Nutmeg-Cinnamon Scone Mix (just add water),
- English Style Mug, and
- 6 foil-wrapped English Breakfast Teas.
All in a white presentation box.
SA17109  $14.75

Angel Cookie Mix Gift Set

We’ve packaged our Sugar Cookie Mix with an angel cookie cutter!
Great gift set with a label proclaiming that the recipients are angels!
Just add water to our 8 oz mix. Makes about 10 cookies. The cookie cutter is 2 3/4” high.
SA16116  $8.25

Warm Hearts Gift Set

This gift that will warm the hearts of those who receive it. We’ve packaged our Chunky Potato Soup Mix and our Hot Spiced Cider Mix. Both mixes only need water, and both make more than a quart! The grand finale is our classic Latte Mug (it’s HUGE at 24 oz!).

SOUP MIX & CIDER MIX GIFT SET
SA12248  $18.50

Salvation Army Donut Mix

Our donut mix replicates the old recipe used by Evangeline Booth during WWI, and the flavor is outstanding. Just add water to our mix then pan fry or deep fry!
8-ounce mix makes about 8 donuts.

SA09277 DONUT MIX $3.60
SA09277Q (qty 50+) DONUT MIX $3.45
SA16156 LASSIE & SOLDIER DONUT MIX $3.60
SA16156Q (qty 50+) LASSIE & SOLDIER DONUT MIX $3.45
**Mugs**

**Curlicue DTMG Mug**
This elegant mug has a contemporary vibe! Curlicues cover this 4” tall English style mug with the classic Doing The Most Good logo on the front. Kiln fired porcelain, flared rim. 11 fl. oz. **SA17110 $8.75**

**Chevron Mug 11oz**
Greet your day boldly! Red shield on front and “Doing the Most Good” with decorative ribbons on the reverse. Chevron pattern overall. **SA16120 $9.75**

**New**

**Latte Mug**
Our very generous 24 oz. latte mug makes a great gift for volunteers or special friends. The Doing the Most Good quote on one side, the shield on the other and a fancy bit of scrolling at the top. **SA17181 $10.75**

**Travel Mugs**
Big enough to hold plenty of coffee and small enough to fit into your car’s cup holder, both of our travel mugs are sure to be a useful gift to anyone on your list.

- **Ceramic Travel Mug**
  - SA17111 **$12.00**

- **Stainless Travel Mug**
  - SA17112 **$12.00**

**New**

**Sand-Engraved, Red Mug**
Our bright, red mug (with a white interior) holds a generous 16 ounces. We sand-engage the shield on the front. You may choose to personalize the back for $4.50 more.

- **SA08110 - RED MUG**
  - $13.25

- **SA08110P - PERSONALIZATION**
  - $17.75

**New**

**Ruby Woods**
Glass Magnets

Enjoy a complement of glass magnets featuring The Salvation Army symbols. A great addition to your refrigerator or filing cabinet!
1”w x 1”h & 2”w x 1”h
SA17220 $5.95

Kettle Pin 3-Dimensional Lapel Pin

Our lapel pins are ones that both men and women will be pleased to wear. Our Bell Pin comes mounted on a card. It is a beautiful presentation! Both pins are sealed in a cello bag.

KETTLE LAPEL PIN
SA10307 $1.75

BELL LAPEL PIN
SA13204 $4.50
SA13204Q $3.00 (qty 100+)

Table Sitters

Unique and inexpensive, our Table Sitters will likely go home with your luncheon or annual meeting guest, providing them with daily reminders of The Salvation Army. Each card is 3 1/2” x 2 1/2” (folded) and is designed to sit comfortably at your place settings.

Engraved Wood Table Sitter

Warm and whimsical, we laser-engrave and cut this design kettle scene from Alderwood. Packaged together, the kettle scene and pop-up background are easily assembled. 3.75”w x 2.75” x 2”d
SA15650 $3.95

“Thank You!”

A beautiful Salvation Army bell shows next to the wonderful lyrics of “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day”
SA11598 $1.05
SA11598Q (qty 200+) $.95

“Bell & Kettle in Snow”

Inside is a War Cry kettle scene with General Coutts’ quote, “Goodness is love with its sleeves rolled up.”
SA11597 $1.05
SA11597Q (qty 200+) $.95

MORE AVAILABLE ONLINE
www.SalvationArmyGifts.com
Catherine Booth, the Mother of The Salvation Army, sent a message to the Army in the last hours of her life saying, "The waters are rising, but so am I. I am not going under, but over. Don't be concerned about your dying; only go on living well, and the dying will be all right." Please enjoy the products here developed from Catherine Booth's inspiration.

Decorative Glass Tile
This beautiful beveled glass tile is decorated with the Catherine Booth inspired "Waters are rising" art. Not recommended for microwave, dishwasher or oven. Gift-boxed 6" x 6" x 1/4"
SA17123 $9.75
Wood Cutout
Display the poinant mantra for navigation the rough waters of the 21st century in your office or home. Think of Catherine Booth’s inspiration every time you see it.
SA17115 $15.75

Oval Glass Paperweight
This new glass paperweight is a handsome addition to any desk that communicates your dedication to The Salvation Army. Each paperweight is attractively boxed. 4” wide and more than ½-inch thick!
SA17114 $13.50

Cocoa Mug
Such a beautiful kiln-fired, porcelain mug for those on your list who need the inspiration of Catherine Booth’s words. It is a very timely message for us today.
SA17113 $9.95

Car Coasters
These attractive, absorbent, stoneware car coasters make a great gift, but make sure you keep one for yourself! Be reminded of The Salvation Army priorities every time you drive! 2.56” d x .3”
SPIRAL DTMG - SA17119 $7.85
WATERS RISING - SA17118 $7.85

Phone Ring
This attractive phone ring adds convenience and safety to using your phone. The ring swivels so you can prop your phone up on a table. When your finger is through the ring you are less likely to drop it.
2.5” x 1.35”
CHEVRON & SHIELD - SA17120 - $9.85
WATERS ARE RISING - SA17121 - $9.85
SHIELD ONLY - SA17122 - $9.85
Solid Wood Plaques Fully Customized

Walnut 7” x 9” with engraved brass plate
We engrave a 5” x 7” plate with your choice of SA logos and your totally custom wording, applying it to our 7” x 9” solid walnut plaque. An economical choice for a custom wood plaque, the engraved plate we use combines a brass-like finish with a blue marble background.
SAPL112 Walnut Plaque 7” x 9” x ¾” $39.00

Solid Cherry & Walnut Engraved 9” x 12”
All of our solid cherry and walnut plaques are double engraved to give you extraordinary, precise, and deeply detailed lettering. Our standard plaque includes your choice of an engraved Shield, Crest or other SA emblem, along with any wording of your choice. Our solid wood plaques are ¾” thick.
SAPL960 Cherry Plaque 9” x 12” $74.00
SAPL970 Walnut Plaque 9” x 12” $74.00
Available at an additional charge:
- Portrait of William Booth $15.00
- Portrait of William Booth in Gold $24.00
- Portrait of Catherine Booth $15.00
- Portrait of Catherine Booth in Gold $24.00
- Shield in Red & White inset in plaque $10.00
- Crest in Gold $10.00
Available at an additional charge:
Red Shield applied to metal plate $10.00

Solid Cherry & Walnut 8” x 10” with engraved brass plate
One of our 6” x 8” metal plates is engraved with your wording and your choice of Salvation Army logo. The plate is mounted on your choice of a solid cherry or solid walnut 8” x 10” plaque. Our wood plaques are an impressive ¾” thick. At no extra charge, you may choose from our four standard metal plates:
- Blue marble and brass, with corner leaf pattern
- Solid black and brass, with corner leaf pattern
- Red marble and brass, with star pattern
- Blue marble and brass, with star pattern

3-Dimensional Plaques!
You decide all wording!

Just totally NEAT! The 7” x 9” solid walnut plaques are the base, and we add a 3-dimensional laser cut-out on top of the wood plaque. The cut-outs are ½” thick! These cutouts create unusual depth, and just shine on everyone’s wall. You decide all the wording that we use. It is completely custom! An optional red shield is available for $10.00.

SAPL940 Cherry Plaque 8” x 10” x ¾” $49.00
SAPL950 Walnut Plaque 8” x 10” x ¾” $49.00
optional red shield - $10

SAPL140 3D Bell Plaque $47.00
Full Color Plaques
Just $24.75!

Fully customized with your award title, recipient and words of appreciation. We'll even suggest wording if you ask!

We'll need to know:
✓ Your logo choice (shield, crest, etc.)
✓ Year (if any)
✓ Award title (and sub-title, if any)
✓ Recipient's name
✓ Words of appreciation (if any)

Order online for fastest service.
You may also email or fax the info.

Email: Orders@SalvationArmyGifts.com
Fax: 540-879-9944

Each 8” x 10” x 5/8” plaque features a cherry-finished edge surrounding the full-color art.

Certificates
see online catalog
SalvationArmyGifts.com
MINIATURE PLAQUES
Honor all your volunteers with a plaque!

Everyone at your special luncheon or dinner can receive one of these plaques! We've designed a simple wood stand based on the shape of SA shields. Easy to stand up by each place-setting. Choose one of these or find more here. Packed flat and individually cello-bagged. Each plaque is 3 1/2” high x 3 1/2” wide (including base).

For an extra $0.50 customize the wording. Min. quantity - 48.

SA11325A - KETTLE $3.25
SA11325D - FIRE $3.25
SA10325 CUSTOMIZED MINI PLAQUE $3.75

CERTIFICATES
SalvationArmyGifts.com
See our website for 20 awesome certificate designs. Coordinates with full-color plaques.

Package of 20 certificates.
$20.00

Our Award Certificates are printed on heavyweight stock that can be used with laser printers. Package of 20.

Engraved Solid Rosewood and Maple Pens & Cases

These classic twist ballpoint pens are laser engraved with your choice of the Crest, Shield, or Doing the Most Good logo. The Shield and Crest may also be personalized for an additional $6.00 charge.

Pens include our standard faux velvet sleeve. An option for personalized pens is a matching Maple or Rosewood pen case. Personalization of the case is included in the price.

SA09801 MAPLE PEN WITH LOGO $11.25
SA09809 ROSEWOOD PEN WITH LOGO $11.25
SA09801P MAPLE PEN WITH NAME $16.50
SA09809P ROSEWOOD PEN WITH NAME $16.50

Optional Maple Pen Case

Optional Rosewood Pen Case

MAJOR JOHN SHERRING

ROSEWOOD CASE W/ NAME (NO LOGO)
SA09816 $12.95

MOONLIGHT SAILOR

STANDARD PEN SLEEVE

CUSTOMIZE!

CUSTOMIZE!
Wood Tokens for every occasion! deeply engraved Alderwood

Laser-Cut One Gleaming Star
This bright star show’s General William Booth’s quote about the hope for which The Salvation Army stands. Laminated wood. 5 1/2” x 5 1/2” x 1/2”
SA12232 STOCKING
SA12230 WILLIAM BOOTH
SA14308 YOU ARE OUR STAR
SA13202 AUXILIARY
SA13200 KETTLE
SA12231 DRUM
SA1300 BELLRINGER
SA15202 GIVING HOPE TODAY
SA15200 ANGEL
SA10311 DONUT GIRL

All tokens 65¢ each
Only 60¢ each for 200 or more (same design)!

Rising Waters Wood Cutout
Display the poiniant mantra for navigation the rough waters of the 21st century in your office or home. Think of Catherine Booth’s inspiration every time you see it. 8 1/2” x 5” x 1/4”
SA17115 $15.75

The Salvation Army
Joy to the World Tree
Our Christmas Joy is proclaimed in a whimsical tree shape! 6 1/4” x 3” x 1/4”
Laminated wood
SA17116 $6.25

1-800-327-5532
Crystal and Glass

Crystal Footed Bowl
Our most popular crystal bowl is 8 1/2” in diameter and 5” high. Made in Europe. You can get this as shown with the Shield and quote by Founder William Booth. Or omit the quote and fully customize your wording with your recipient’s name, words of appreciation and the year.
SA07118 Bowl, Shield & Quote (as shown) $49.50
SA07118P Bowl, Shield & Quote, Custom text on reverse $56.
SA16304 Bowl, Logo & Custom text same side (no quote) $53.

Crystal Commendation Bowl
This heavyweight crystal bowl made in Europe is truly a masterpiece. At more than 8” high and 7 1/2” in diameter, it bespeaks importance. This is undoubtedly among the finest crystal pieces we offer. The price below includes a Salvation Army emblem of your choice, plus award title, the recipient’s name, and words of appreciation.
SA12370 Commendation Bowl $99.00
SA 17218 Commendation Bowl - clear $99.00

Presentation Revere Bowl
Our Classic glass Revere Bowls are handcrafted in Europe, where artisans have fashioned fine glass for centuries. We customize these pieces here in Virginia. Heavy and simply styled. Large bowl impresses at 7 1/2” wide x 5” high. Small bowl is cute: 5 1/2” wide x 3 1/2” high. Price includes SA logo, recipient name, words of appreciation and year. Small bowl makes a great candy dish—fits perfectly on a desk or fireplace mantel.
SA15600 Large Revere Bowl $55.00
SA16306 Small Revere Bowl $35.00

Cut Crystal Pedestal Bowl
Heavy European cut crystal. We now offer this elegant bowl in two sizes. Large for impressive presentations to outstanding donors and volunteers. The smaller size is sweet, and a useful size for filling with chocolates! Small panel for engraving logo and words of your choice, included in price.
SA14306 Large Cut Crystal Pedestal Bowl, 7 3/4”w, 5”h $140
SA16300 Small Cut Crystal Pedestal Bowl, 5 5/8”w, 4”h $75.

MORE AVAILABLE ONLINE www.SalvationArmyGifts.com
Tall Crystal Desk Clock
This handsomely styled clock can be engraved with your choice of a Salvation Army shield, crest or DTMG logo. The clock is 6" tall, 3" wide and 1 1/4" thick. Personalization is included.
SA08153P Tall Clock $55.00

Crystal Bells
We are pleased to offer two different bells; the bell at left features simpler styling and larger engraving area. The bell above has been our long-time best seller. Both bells ring with unsurpassed crystalline tones! A standard bell is engraved with the shield. Either one may also be personalized with the name of your corps or the recipient's name. Dark blue gift box.
SA04196 Crystal Bell $37.50
SA11481 Simple Bell $37.50

Cut Crystal Presentation Vase
This heavy European crystal vase incorporates a lovely front panel for inscribing and is carefully hand-cut and polished for a fine presentation piece. The price includes your choice of Salvation Army emblems, recipient's name, and words of appreciation. 8" h x 4" d
SA12380 Presentation Vase $97.50

Crystal Desk Clock
This handsomely styled clock can be engraved with your choice of a Salvation Army shield or crest. The clock is 3 1/4" high and 1" thick.
SA08133 Short Crystal Clock $42.50
Please specify logo choice and personalization.

Any Salvation Army emblem can be used on any item!

Crystal Desk Plaque
A popular selection, our crystal desk plaque includes your choice of shield or crest, title of your award, the recipient's name, and year. This stellar award is 6 1/4" high.
SA08134 Crystal Plaque $55.00

Glass Desk Plaque
Lovely for its simplicity, this 5" x 7" glass rectangle is surrounded by a beveled edge that adds to its elegance. We'll engrave your choice of Salvation Army logo, recipient's name, and your words of appreciation. An acrylic stand is included.
SA14215 Glass Desk Plaque $24.50
Thank You Cards!

Express your gratitude to those with whom you have worked shoulder to shoulder to carry out the mission of The Salvation Army.

Eight beautiful, laser-cut thank you cards and envelopes in a box.

Both cards are blank inside. 5” x 4”

A handwritten note touches our hearts in a way that other forms of communication cannot.

www.SalvationArmyGifts.com
By LDA Creations, Inc.
1-800-327-5532
Email: orders@SalvationArmyGifts.com
2328 Silver Lake Road, Dayton, Virginia 22821
540-879-2800  Fax 540-879-9944